We have investigated the existence and stability of the libration points in the circular restricted three body problem with the variation of all the masses (primaries and infinitesimal body) with time. We have used the Meshcherskii transformation for finding the autonomized equations of motion and found at most nine libration points. We have drawn the zero velocity curves and Poincare surface of sections for the different values of parameter k. Finally, we have checked the stability and found that all the libration points are unstable.
Introduction
In the present age, the restricted problem is the common model in the celestial mechanics with different perturbations as different shapes of the primaries, radiation factor, Pointing-Robretson Drag, Variable masses, resonance, relativistic effects etc. Many mathematicians and astronomers have studied these models and investigated about their stability, chaos, fractals, periodic orbits, non-linear oscillations etc. Jeans [1] studied the two body problem with variable mass. Meshcherskii [2, 3] investigated on the mechanics of bodies with variable mass. Szebehely [4] given the theory about the stability and periodic orbits around the libration points in his book "Theory of Orbits". Bhatnagar [5] studied the periodic orbits of collision in the restricted problem of three bodies in a threedimensional coordinate system. Simmons [6] studied about the stability of the restricted three body problem with radiation pressure. Singh [7] [8] [9] [10] studied about the stability of the restricted three body problem with the perturbations as variable mass, radiation pressure and Coriolis and centrifugal forces. Zhang [11] studied about the photo gravitational restricted three body problem with variable mass. Abouelmagd [12, 13] studied the effect of oblateness in the perturbed restricted three body problem and also with variable mass. Shalini [14] investigated the existence and stability of the libration point L4 in the R3BP, when the smaller primary is a heterogeneous axis symmetric body with N layers. Abdullah [15] investigated the stability of the Lagrangian solutions in the photo gravitational circular restricted four-body ISSN: 2456-7132 Available online at Journals.aijr.in
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problem with the effect of oblateness and variable mass. Mittal [16] investigated the stability of the Lagrangian solutions for the restricted four-body problem with variable mass. Taking inspiration from all these models, we have decided to study about the existence and stability of the libration points in the circular restricted three body problem in which the masses of the primaries as well as the mass of the infinitesimal body vary with time. We have studied our problem in various sections. In the first section, we have introduced the problem. In the second section, we have evaluated the equations of motion of the infinitesimal variable mass in the cartesian form and in the autonomized form. In the third section, we have shown the libration points (collinear, triangular and coplanar points), zero velocity curves and Poincare surface of sections for the different values of the parameters. In the fourth section, we have shown the stability of the libration points. And finally in the fifth section, we have concluded the problem. Our problem has many application in this space age particularly in the field of Astrodynamics, Astronomy and Astrophysics.
Equations of Motion
Let the three masses m1, m2 and m varies with time be the masses of the primaries and infinitesimal body respectively. The primaries are revolving in the circular orbits around their center of mass which is considered as origin. The line joining these primaries is taken as x-axis and the perpendicular line of x-axis and passing through the origin is taken as y-axis. The line through the origin and perpendicular to the plane of motion of the primaries is taken as z-axis. Let us consider the synodic coordinate system, initially coincident with the inertial coordinate system, with angular velocity w about z-axis. Using the procedure of Abdullah [15] , we can write the equations of motion of the infinitesimal variable mass m in the circular restricted three body problem when the variation of mass is nonisotropic and originates from one point as (x y) (x 2 y) , 
the particular solutions of the GyldenMeshcherskii problem
and the unified Meshcherskii law We transform the system (1) to the autonomous form
where, 
where  is the ratio of the mass of the primaries to the total mass of the primaries. Finally, the autonomized system (2) becomes
where,
Locations of the Equilibrium Points of the Autonomized System
The equilibrium points with the variable masses are obtained from the solution of the equations (1 )
Tables for Equilibrium Points
We have given all the Lagrangian points for the values of  = 0.019, α1 = 0.2, 0.4, 0.9 and k = 0.4, 0.7, 1, 10, 100 in the According to the above tables, we found at-most 9 libration points and at-least 5 libration points. 
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Zero-Velocity Curves
We have drawn the zero velocity curves for the different five values of k and found that as we increase the values of k the regions of motion are expanding in both  plane (Figure 11-15 ) and  plane (Figure 16-20) . 
Stability of the Equilibrium Points of the Autonomized Equations
Following the procedure of the stability of the equilibrium points given by Mccuskey [17] , we can write the autonomized equation when
Where , and  are the small displacements of the infinitesimal body from the libration point. Suffix zero denotes the value at the libration point.
To solve equation (7), let
Be Ce
where A, B and C are parameters. Substituting these values in equation (7) and rearranging, we get
The equation (8) will have a non-trivial solution for A, B and C if 
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Conclusion
We have investigated the existence and stability of libration points in the circular restricted three body problem. We have evaluated the equations of motions when the mass of the primaries as well as the infinitesimal bodies varies with time, which are different from the classical case by the factor 1  and k. We found at most 9 libration points and at least 5 libration points given in the tables. We have determined the zero velocity curves for the different values of k and found that the regions of motion are expanding after increasing the values of k. We also have drawn the Poincare surface of sections for the different values of k and observed that the surfaces of sections are expanding when we are increasing the values of k. Finally, we have checked the stability for each libration points given in the tables and found that the libration points are unstable.
